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My least favorite to date Plot holes big enough to drive a truck through, petty girly cat fights
which are sooo not Annja , villains that are just caricatures, cheesy dialogue The only thing

keeping this from being a 1 or no star book is that we got anew surprise as to what exactly
The Sword can do to protect Annja. Footprints is the 20th installment of the Rogue Angel
series featuring Annja Creed Annya is a world traveling archaeologist with a penchant for
adventure, lost cities, mysterious codes and puzzles, and shadowy history that was never
recorded Heir to Joan of Arc s mystic sword, Annja finds herself drawn into the webs of
darkest villainy with lives on the line Holding the sword itself, she finds that she has better
agility, strength, and quicker reflexes The sword seems to find ways in saving Annya s life,
and this story is no different She is also host of Chasing History s Monsters but finds herself
questioning whether or not she wants to continue working.Annya is asked by her friend, and
former college friend Jenny Chu, to come to the Pacific Northwest in order to search for the
mythical Sasquatch Jenny unwittingly walks into a situation that is entirely too familiar to
sub characters in this series Jenny is one sighted, and that is totally on the discovery of
Sasquatch She doesn t see that things aren t always black and white having been a
professor for too long.Annya, on the other hand, is completely cynical it exists at all You
would think that with Annya holding a mythical sword, and her travels over the last 20
books, she would be less skeptical about things like Sasquatch Seriously, she was just in
Tibet, and found a lost city and then told nobody.Probably the most interesting character of
this book was a 14 year old boy named Joey, or Creeping Wolf Yes, this book does actually
delve into several Indian mythologies, including skin walkers and spirit travels Joey s keen
awareness of the woods that Annya and Jenny find themselves in, is masterful If you are a
fan of Roux and Garen, you will be sadly disappointed that they don t show up again Yes,
Annya mentions them in passing, but that s it This story turns from the hunt of a mythical
creature, into betrayal, lies, possible government coverups, possible aliens, and in the end,
drugs.Annya, Joey and Jenny find that not everyone is who they say they are including the
mysterious Sheriff David, that Jenny finds so attractive If you are looking for a wonderful
ending to a story, one that has lots of action and a twist, then you will enjoy this one The
ending actually throws readers for a loop at what eventually happens with Annya and Jenny
We also learnabout Joey and how he is able to quickly transverse the woods at
ease.Overall, just an okay story, but not the worse I ve read either. #Free Pdf ã Footprints ?
When Her Longtime Friend Claims To Have Evidence Of Big Foot S Existence,
Archaeologist Annja Creed Can T Resist Checking It Out For Herself She S Been Debating
The Subject For Years Annja S Curiosity Leads Her Deep Into The Woods Of The Pacific
Northwest, To Meet Jenny Where The Supposed Trail Has Been Left By The One And Only
SasquatchBut When Annja Arrives At The Destination, A Group Of Armed Thugs Warn Her
To Leave The Area, And Her Friend Is Nowhere To Be Found Now The Search For
Sasquatch Turns Into A Rescue Mission, And Annja Has Only Her Instincts To Guide Her In
A Forest Full Of Predators, Scavengers And Spirits And Someone, Or Something, Does Not
Want Her There 3 stars.I took half a star off for the ending Not only is Annja hard on her
men, she s also hard on her friends If she s a real person, I d avoid her like the plague For

once we have a fairly mundane storyline with some mysticism thrown in But Joan s Sword
does some interesting things that I hope the later books will follow up on. OK I read
previous reviews about this book and nearly didn t read it I am so glad I chose to read it I
thoroughly enjoyed the adventure Especially since it was set in the Pacific Northwest and
related to a creature that a town just a few miles from me has a festival every year to
celebrate LOVED the 14 year old young man character I could totally be his friend DON T
pay attention to the negative reviews of this book I have read all of the books in this series
thus far and I LOVED THIS ONE 5 STARS from me Good up until the end. So far, my least
favorite of these books overall The story just felt loose and didn t flow well I was not
surprised when one of Annja s friends turns on her and I wanted to be I did enjoy meeting a
new character, Joey, and I didn t quite expect the surprise at the end I m undecided if I m
going to readof this series I will say this one was a fast read, taking me less than a day.
This one was one of theinteresting ones It took a while to get to this next book in the series,
but I enjoyed this one Joey was a neat character, and the twists this one took were less
predictable than other books in the series Her friend Jenny was a sad story The whole thing
had apersonal touch to it, went a little deeper into the lives of the characters. I was
disappointed in this one because I was hoping for a good Sasquatch adventure This is my
least favorite of all the ones I ve read so far Annja Creed is a good character, but she
seemed a little weak in here.

It

was so hard trying to finish this book, especially after you find out that it is the elusive big
foot that you are reading about but the greed and selfishness of humans through drug
dealing After that moment, I was really bored started skipping lines and then eventually
pages Really disappointing, I wont be reading any others from the series since other
readers have commented that this book is actually one of the better ones in the series, I
shudder to think how badly written the others are.
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